Abstract. In this paper, the Monch fixed point theorem is used to investigate the existence of solutions of initial value problem(IVP, for short) for second order nonlinear integro-differential equations on infinite intervals in a Banach space. At the same time, the uniqueness of solution for IVP is obtained also.
Introduction
Nonlinear integro-differential equations arise from many nonlinear problems in science (see [1] ). In [2, Section 3.3], Dajun Guo had discussed the initial value problems (IVP, for short) for first order integro-differential equations of Volterra type on infinite interval J -[0, +oo) in a real Banach space by using the Banach contraction principle. He assumed that the nonlinear term satisfies Lipschitz condition. In the recent papers [3] , [4] , D. Guo has investigated the IVP for second-order integro-differential equations in ordered Banach space by using the upper and lower solutions and monotone iterative technique on finite and infinite interval, respectively. It can be mentioned use such method, a Lipschitz condition or one-sided Lipschitz condition and upper-lower solutions are needed. Unfortunately, to find upper-lower solutions is as difficult as well as to find a solution in most cases.
In present paper, we investigate the existence of IVP for second-order such equations similar to [3] , [4] by means of completely different method. We propose an use of H. Monch fixed point theorem, where the Lipschitz condition and upper-lower solutions are not needed. In addition, the uniqueness result is obtained. At the end of this section we state some lemmas which will be used in Section 2. 
C FC[J,E].

It is easy to see that FC[J, E] is a
Main result
For convenience, let us list some conditions. [J, E] .
H\) There exist nonnegative functions
In fact, from condition Hi), we know
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Substituting Eq. (7) into (8), it is easy to get the following formula:
is a solution of IVP(l), then, substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (9), we see that x(t) satisfies Eq. (5).
Conversely, if x G DC 1 [J, E] is a solution of Eq. (5), then, differentiation of Eq. (5) gives 
x(s),x'(s),(Tx)(s),(Sx)(s))\\ds o +oo <||xo|| + IMI+ J [{l + t)a(t) + b(t) + k*(t)c(t) + h*(t)d(t)]dt-\\x\\D
Then by using H\) together with (13), it is easy to see that I^AxHil : x € V} is equicontinuous on any finite subinterval of J.
Similarly, from the same reason, one can prove that {(Ax)'(t) : x G V} is equicontinuous on any finite subinterval of J.
In the following, we shall prove that for any e > 0, there exists sufficiently large N > 0, which satisfies In the following, we first show that {Ax n } is relatively compact. Since
x(s),x'(s),(Tx)(s),(Sx)(s))\\ds and ||(Ax n )'(t) -(j4®)'(t)|| < J || f(s,x n (s),x' n (s), (Tx n )(s), (Sx n )(s)) 0 -f(s,x(s),x'( S ),(Tx)(s),(Sx)(s))\\ds.
By Hi) (6)(11)(12)(18)(19) together with the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, one can get
(Tx n )(t) -> (Tx)(t)
(n -> +oo), compact, there exists a subsequence of {Axni} (without loss of generality, we relabel the subsequence still as {Axni}) and u e DC l [J, E\ with Axni -> u (i -> +00), that is, ||Arni -U\\D -> 0(z -> +00). Therefore, (ArWi)(t) u(t)
Combining this with (20), one get that u -Ax. This is a contradiction. Consequently, A is continuous.
• Our main results is the following. Proof. We need to prove only the existence of fixed point of operator A in Analogously, we can get
R> (IM + M+ i e(i)di)
x(lj [(1 + t)a(t) + b(t) + k*(t)c(t) + h*(t)d(t)]dt^
Thus, by Lemma 2.5, we know that A is a continuous operator from B into B.
Next, we prove that if C C B is countable, C c COD({U} U A(C)), then C is relatively compact.
Indeed, suppose that C C B satisfies the above condition. Then we have < OL£>{AC). At the same time, by [8] , it follows that
C{t) C co£({u(i)} U (AC)(t)), C'(t) C cdE({u'(t)} U (AC)'(t)), Vt € J.
Y. Liu
Therefore,
((AC)'(t)).
On the other hand, for t € J, n € N, x € C, let 
(23) aN J h(t, s)x(s)ds : x € C H < 2 J \h(t, s)|(l + s)ds • aD(C
< 2 ¡pi(s)a(C(a)) + l2(s)a(C'(s)) + k(s)a({ \ k(s, T)X{T)<1T : x £ C}) o o +oo + Z4(s)a({ J h(s,T)x(r)dT : x e C^]ds o
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< 2 j[li(*)(l + + l2(s)a(C'(s))
Since t is arbitrary, it follows that 
in IVP(l), we may use similar method to study IVP(l) in basic space FC[J, E] to obtain the same result as Theorem 2.1 under Hi) -H2) (here b{t) = 0, h{s) = 0). Moreover, the proof may be simpler since we do not need to estimate the derivative term.
, that is, the term Sx does not emerge in /, the condition "/ < in H2) may be removed. In fact, from the proof of Theorem 2.1, for C c B countable and C C So it follows that
m(t) < 2\{[h(s){l + s) + l 2 (s)]m(s) o
L=: J [(l + t)a(t) + b(t) + k*(t)c(t) + h*(t)d(t)]dt < 1, o
Immediately, the Banach contraction principle guarantees our result.
•
The following example, may be used to illustrate some applications of Theorem 2.1. 
